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1 Relations and functions [34 Marks]

1. Let the relation drives between PEOPLE and CARS be given as follows:

Drives = {(anna, audi), (bob, fiat), (anna, BMW ), (bob, audi), (christie, skoda),
(dave, audi), (dave, BMW )}

(a) Draw the picture associated with drives

(b) Give a set enumeration for:

i. dom(drives)
ii. {anna}C drives
iii. drives −B {fiat , BMW }
iv. {bob} −C drives −B {fiat , BMW }
v. drives−1
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vi. drives(| {bob} |)
vii. drives−1(| {fiat} |)

(c) Which of the following are functions? Which are injective functions?

i. drives B {audi}
ii. drives B {audi , skoda}
iii. drives B {audi , fiat}
iv. {bob, dave}C drives

2. Given a relation speaks : PERSON ↔ LANGUAGES , write the following
relations in relational notation in terms of speaks. e.g. for part (i), two
possible solutions would be speaks(| {Albert} |), and ran({Albert}Cspeaks).

(a) The languages that Bill speaks

(b) The relation excluding Bill and Ben

(c) The people who do not speak Mandarin

(d) The people who speak Russian

(e) The people who speak Spanish and German

(f) The relation excluding Chinese

(g) The people who speak Chinese or Spanish

(h) The languages spoken by the people who do not speak Dutch

(i) The other languages spoken by the people who speak Russian

Given the relation speaks : PERSON ↔ LANGUAGE , write the following
statements using relational, functional, and logical notation as appropri-
ate:

(a) Anyone who speaks Swedish does not speak Mandarin

(b) Nobody speaks both Japanese and Swedish

(c) Fewer people speak English than Spanish

(d) Anyone who speaks Dutch and Flemish also speaks English

(e) Nobody speaks more than one language

(f) Someone speaks 4 languages

(g) Nobody speaks Cornish
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Figure 1: A barcode scanner

2 The Barcode Scanner [36 marks]

This question is concerned with a handheld barcode scanner for shoppers, to
enable them to scan in items as they shop, and then to checkout when they have
completed their shopping.

This document presents a Z specification. The assignment requires you to an-
swer 6 questions which appear throughout the document. The questions are of
varying levels of difficulty, but each question will receive equal weighting. These
ask about your understanding of the specification, and ask you to provide some
parts of the specification.

The scanner has:

• a barcode reader

• a LCD display

• three buttons:

– a button marked ‘+’ to add an item to the shopping trolley. The
behaviour of the scanner when this button is pressed will be specified
by the operation TotalPlus

– a button marked ‘-’ to remove an item from the shopping trolley. The
behaviour of the scanner when this button is pressed will be specified
by the operation TotalMinus.

– a button marked ‘=’ to display the current running total. The be-
haviour of the scanner when this button is pressed will be specified
by the operation Equal.

The scanner is pictured in Figure 1.

The scanner allows shoppers to scan in the bar codes of items they are adding
to the trolley, and to ‘unscan’ items that are being removed. The information
on the barcode identifies a particular goods item.
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State

The scanner keeps track of the items that are in the trolley (together with the
number of each item). Its state is a function (partial mapping) trolley from
goods to numbers, giving the number of instances of each item in the trolley.
The type GOODS is introduced as follows:

[GOODS ]

Any item in the trolley must appear in the domain of trolley , but items not
in the trolley need not appear in the domain of trolley . Any item not in the
domain of trolley cannot be in the trolley.

For example, if trolley = {banana 7→ 3, apple 7→ 7} then the trolley contains
3 bananas and 7 apples. This is also true for trolley = {banana 7→ 3, apple 7→
7, orange 7→ 0}.

The state of the trolley is given by the following schema:

Trolley
trolley : GOODS 7→ N

Initialisation

We require that on initialisation of the scanner, the trolley is empty.

Question 1

Give the initialisation schema InitTrolley which specifies the initialisation of the
trolley.

Operation Plus

The operation Plus is specified as follows:

Plus
item? : GOODS
∆Trolley

(item? 6∈ dom(trolley)⇒
trolley ′ = trolley ∪ {item? 7→ 1})

(item? ∈ dom(trolley)⇒
trolley ′ = ({item?} −C trolley) ∪ {item? 7→ 1 + trolley(item?)})
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Question 2

• If trolley = {tomato 7→ 2, apple 7→ 5}, item? = apple, when Plus is
executed, then what is the resulting state after it has been executed?

• If trolley = {tomato 7→ 2, apple 7→ 5}, item? = orange when Plus is
executed, then what is the resulting state after it has been executed?

Operation Minus

An item can be removed from the trolley, provided it is in there. In this case
the item should be removed: in other words, the number of item should be
decremented by 1.

Question 3

Produce an operation Remove2 which covers the case of two instances of an
item being removed from the trolley. It should include the precondition that at
least two of the item is present, and should update the state appropriately.

Operation PresentQuery

There is a proposal to add a new button ‘?’ onto the scanner which allows an
item to be scanned to check whether it is already in the scanner’s trolley .

Question 4

Give a schema for a query operation PresentQuery that accepts an item as input
and outputs a 1 or a 0 indicating whether or not that item is in the trolley. Use
the following template.

PresentQuery
ΞTrolley
item? : GOODS
present ! : {0, 1}

???
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Running Total

In order to calculate the current running total value of the goods in the trolley,
the scanner uses a price list. This is introduced as another part of the state, as
a total function giving the price associated with any item.

Pricelist
price : GOODS → N

0 6∈ ran(price)

Here we require that any item has a price greater than 0.

The state of the scanner includes both the price list and the trolley:

Scanner
Trolley
Pricelist

The operation RunningTotal is a query operation that outputs the total price
of the goods currently in the trolley.

RunningTotal
ΞScanner
total ! : N

total ! = Σg∈dom(trolley)price(g) ∗ trolley(g)

Note that this operation uses the formula Σg∈dom(trolley)price(g) ∗ trolley(g)
which gives the sum over all goods g in the trolley of the price of that number
of those goods. In other words, it gives the total cost of the goods in the trolley.

Number Of Items Query

There is a proposal to add a new button ‘#’ onto the scanner which gives the
total number of items in the trolley.

Question 5

Give a schema for a query operation NumberOfItemsQuery that outputs the
total number of items in the trolley. Use the following template.
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NumberOfItemsQuery
ΞTrolley
number ! : N

???

[Hint: understand and then adapt the formula for the total price]

Question 6

Give a schema for an operation DiscountRunningTotal which gives a discount
of 5% of the total amount if there are more than 20 items in the trolley.
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